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#(U.e.i4(25:«/, a, s))<c and 3paECa\[)A(K:, a, s). Let Ka = KJ!

\j{pa}. Then Ka fulfills the inductive assumptions and K = UKa

satisfies dim K' — n — l, for each s£co. Hence, by Lemma 4,

dim K"<n. But K°DK' where K'ZK and dim K^n-1. Thus

dim X"=»n-1. ^    H
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IMMERSIONS INTO MANIFOLDS OF CONSTANT
NEGATIVE CURVATURE
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1. Introduction. Let M and M denote C°° Riemannian manifolds,

K and K their respective sectional curvature functions, and xp: M—>M

an isometric immersion. A consequence of Theorem 2 of [5] is that if

at any point mEM, K(ir) <K(dxp(ir)), where 7r is some plane in Mm,

(the tangent space to M at vn) then there are no xp that immerse Md in

Jfd+k uniess k is greater than or equal to d — 1. By restricting M to be

compact and M to be complete and simply connected, O'Neill has

shown in [3] that there are no isometric immersions of Md in Md+k

when K ^ K ^ 0 on M unless k is greater than or equal to d. Amaral

(Theorem A of [l]) considered immersions of compact Md in Hd+x(C),

(d-t-l)-dimensional hyperbolic space of curvature C, and by only

assuming AI:S0 proved that there are no isometric immersions of Md

in Hd+x(C). Using methods similar to those of [3] we prove a theorem

which strengthens O'Neill's result in the case that M is of constant

negative curvature and includes Amaral's result.

2. Results.

Theorem. Let M be a compact d-dimensional Riemannian manifold

and let M be a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold of con-

stant curvature C = 0 and of dimension less than 2d. If the sectional
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curvature function of M satisfies K^O, then M cannot be isometrically

immersed in M.

There exist immersions of Hd(C) in H2d-l(C) for any C<C^0

(where Hd(0)=Rd, d-dimensional Euclidean space); our theorem

shows there are no compact ones. It is also known that the flat torus

Td can be isometrically immersed in H2d(C) for any C <0; the theorem

above shows a similar immersion of Td cannot be found in H2d~l(C).

We express the information contained in the second fundamental

form operators of the immersion \p by means of the operators

Tx: Mm-*Mm where xEMm (see page 191 of [2]). The Tx are skew-

symmetric, bilinear, and interchange d\p(Mm) and the orthogonal

complement of d\p(Mm) in Mm, M„. To simplify notation, we identify

Mm and d\p(Mm) when it seems safe to do so. In terms of these opera-

tors the Gauss equation for an immersion becomes K(w)=Axy

-\-K(d\p(ir)) where x and y span w and

AIB = ((Txx, Tyy) -  I Tvx\2)/\xAy\2.

The real valued function defined by f(x) — \ Txx\ for unit xEMm has

the following properties (see Lemmas 2 and 3 of [4]): If y is a critical

point of f such that f(y)9£0, then (Tyy, Tyx) =0for all x in Mm that are

perpendicular to y. Also Tyx = 0 implies (x, y) = 0. 7/ y is a minimum

of f such that f(y) 9^ 0 and x is a unit vector orthogonal to y then Axy

+ 31 Tvx\2^ I r„y|2. We shall also use the classical result that the

curvature operators of the constant curvature manifold M(C) have

the form Rxyz = C { (x, z)y — (y, z)x}.

Proof of Theorem. Because of the result quoted above from [3],

we need only consider the case in which C<0. We assume an immer-

sion yp: Md^>Md+k(C) exists with k<d and arrive at a contradiction.

Let fft be a fixed point in M and let \p(m) EM be such that the distance

from m to xp(m) is a maximum. Let cr[0, b]—>M be the unique unit

speed geodesic from fn to yp(m) and z the velocity vector, a'(b), of a at

yp(m). For any unit x in dyp(Mm) there exists a differentiable r: [0, b]

X[0, l]->¥ such that: (l)r(-,0)=a; (2) for each vE [0, l],r(-,»)is

a geodesic; (3) r (0, •) = fn and r(b, ■) is in yp (M); (4) if X is the vector

field on a such that X(u) is the velocity of r(u, •) at z> = 0, then

Z(0)=0 and X(b)=x. Let l(v) be the length of r(-, v); i.e. the dis-

tance from m to r(b, v)E^P(M). Since 1(0) =0 it follows that zEM^

and since 0 is a maximum of /, l"(0) gO. From the Synge formula for

the second variation (cf. page 219 of [2]), we get

l"(0) =   f  { I X'(u) |2 - C| X(u) \2}du + {Txx, z) ̂  0.
J 0
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The r(-, v) curves are geodesies of M and therefore A is a Jacobi

field and satisfies the Jacobi equation X" =Rx<,>(a') = C((X, a')a'

— (cr', a')X) = — CX, the last equality following since (X, a') is con-

stant along cr and 0 at b. This implies that X(u) = (sinh cu)P(u), where

c=y/( — C), Pis a parallel field oner, and X(b) — (sinh cb)P(b) —x. The

last relation implies that |P(M)|=(sinh cb)~x. Substituting these

values for X(u) and |P(«)| into the Synge formula and inte-

grating we find that (Txx, z) ^ — (c/2) (sinh 2bc) (sinh2 bc)~x

= —c coth bc< —c.

The function f(x) = | Txx\ for unit x£Mm takes on a minimum at,

say, y. This minimum, since (Tyy, z)<—c, exceeds c. Also, since k <d,

there exists a unit x in Mm such that Tvx = 0. By the results quoted

from [4] we must have that (x, y) = 0 and also that Ax„ + 3| r„x|2

=t j r„y 12 or AXV>C2=\C\. However, K=AXU + C>\c\ +C = 0. This

contradicts the hypothesis that K^O and hence the proof of the

theorem is complete.
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